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L INTRODUCTION 

RECENT studies have shown that technological inno
vation is of the greatest importance if the building in
dustry is to meet the requirements of a technologically 
advancing society. 

In European countries, in the traditionally craft-based 
and rather conservative construction sector there is a 
growing realisation that technological innovation is the 
most appropriate way to catch up on some advancements 
that are apparent on external markets . Such innovation 
promises to be the most cost-effective way to regain and 
strengthen a competitive position of European building 
industry, both within the internal and in the external 
markets. 

The economic importance of the issue can be appreci
ated through the realization that, on average. the building 
sector constitutes 11 % of the gross national product of 
the EC member states; it is the Community's second 
largest industry and employs 8% of the working popu
lation. 

There is an increasing conviction that use of computers 
during the design and construction stages is a vital means 
in achieving techno/economically optimal buildings and 
furthermore in supplying the appropriate client support 
and service during the operation of the building. 

Moreover, we see new demands and requirements 
entering the market, either through government codes 
and regulations or through higher client procurement 
standards. These include increased demands on energy 
and maintenance efficiency, maximum flexibility and 
adaptability of buildings, higher quality standards (to be 
expressed in quality indexes or certification of buildings), 
smart buildings, guarantees against sick building syn
drome, etc. 

Furthermore, in many countries we see a shift in con-
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struction activities from new buildings to urban renewal 
projects. 

The flexibility required to respond to these changes in 
products, support and organizational structures will be 
best offered through a rationalization of industrial pro
cesses, much of which will be based upon new infor
mation technology. We can distinguish some general 
trends in technological innovatio n in the building indus
try: 

--design technology: new design methods and tech
niques are in continuous development. Their enhance
ment by Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools is 
evident. 

-production technology: here. new developments of 
component-prefabrication methods and new infor
mation technology aimed at Computer Aided Manu
facturing (CAM) and Flexible Production Automation 
(FPA) will be combined. 

-communication: in the highly segmented. multi
disciplinary, multi-partner approach to a building 
project, communication is of vital importance. 

Summarizing, we can conclude that information tech
nology is an integral part of present trends in innovation. 

Within these trends, the focus of the European col· 
laborative project COMBINE is on improving com· 
munication in the design stage, i.e. enabling multi· 
criterion design through integration of a range of specific 
disciplinary tools and bringing them at the disposal of 
the design-team. In the process. each specialized Building 
Performance Evaluation (BPE)·tool will be embedded 
in an intelligent design tool, allowing easy use, without 
requiring specific skills. 

By this approach several of the reasons behind the 
lacking absorption of BPE-tools in design practice arc 
targeted to be removed. At a workshop on future building 
energy modelling in 1987 [!], organized by the Com
mission of the European Communities (CEC), great con-
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ccrn wa · expressed by many speaker · \ ith respect to 

the use of available too l in building practice and more 
pecifically in design prai:tice. In spite of the great number 

or BPE-tools avuilable. ranging over a broad spectrum 
of BPE-a ·pects and modelling upprom:hes. their use in 
actual design is ra ther limited. In recent yea rs, two more 
o r less separate approaches have been aucmpted to over
come t11is: 

- introduction of simpli fied too ls int o the 'design office · 
(the teclmology-dema nd approach). 

~e ign-orienled enhancements of ophistica ted tools. 
traditiona lly used by specialized consu ltant (the 
technology-push approach). 

S me bscrvations can be made with respect to these 
approaches: 

- both implificd a · well as advanced too ls were the 
results of rather mono-di ·ciplinary R&D efforts. 
mostly lucki ng the designer"s icwpoin t. which nrnkes 
them unsui ted to handle typical design reques ts. which 
arc typically 'inverse·. ·interrogative· and ·incrementa l' 
by nawrc. 

- a ll ava ilable tool u ·uall ha ndle only a few per
formance a pects of a buildi ng whereas concepts ~ r 
incorporating them in u mullicriterion. multi-aspect 
approach arc as yet not ofli:rcd. 

- it is unlikely tha t precono::civcd generic dc ·ign rules. 
which usually form the basis of the simpli fied tool -
ca tegory. are applicable to real unique build ing pro
jects given the fact that they are se ldom routine o r 
simple. Moreover, the ·o ld ' reasons for developing sim
plified tools in the first place. e.g. the lack of sufficient 
computing power, a re becomi ng rapidly ob ·okte. 

- whereas some of the sta te of the art BPE-t ols are 
very large and ·ophi ·1icatcd program ·. some of their 
inherent deficiencies (1. J. 4]. have given rise to the 
start o f a new generation o r imulation environmen t . 
based on an object orien ted approach [5. 6]. h is 
expected that tnis new gcnt::ru ti on will produce modu
lar and expressi e tools. which will lend themsel ves to 
be handled e·~sily in a n integrated framework . 

So not surprisingly both approaches have no t pro
duced any real long- lasting solutions to the observed lack 
of direct design-support or the present suite of tools. 

Recent advances in simulation. computer-aided de
sign. intelligent systems. and information technology 
raise important expectations for future integrated intel
ligent building-design systems (TlBDS's). 

In order to introduce some concepts let us consider 
design as a process in which many actors pa rticipate. 
Actors can be regarded as a generic name for anything 
or anybody playing a certain role o r performing a certain 
task in the design . Actors are often charactedzed by the 
design domain they belong to. De ign domains can be 
auributed to certain groups of actors, like a particular 
discipline, profession or building sector wilh particular 
skills inside the building industry. or embodied in a 
specialized deparLmcnl or an enterprise involved in 
building projects. 

Actors are furthermore clrnractc rized by the set of 
aspects of the design olijcct they consider. Typical aspects 
of a building a re strength . durability. and cost. A ·pects 

must bl.' clear! distingui ·hcd rrom building sub-systems. 
which represent ·pans· or the building. Typical ub--_ ·
tern · arc the building ·1ructurc. :1 room. the H V cquip· 
ment. Realizing that we are trying to integrate a large 
se t of interactin g actors. design tages. tools, enterprise
aspccts. etc. we must acknowledge tha t no hort term
·olution exi · t. Certainly. any !Htcmpt to produce a com
plete and fi nal solution will prove to be over-ambitious. 
Thi leads us to the belief tha t any effo rt within a reason
able time frame will only produce partial olution . Yet. 
any partial so lution will in itself be difficult to introd uce 
into t11c 'design tlice' (u cd a a generic term here 
10 repre ·ent any design-team or design environment) 
because it wi ll confront us with yet a new integration 
probh.:m. 

Man_ R&D project . adwrtised to the fu nding bodies 
as 'integrated de ·ign tools'. have failed to stres thi 
aspect ufficiently. 

Some ke. -con~ept · fa particular approach taken in 
the CO I BI E project will be hown in the next sections. 
·t:ming from an integrntion framework or the building 
process a u whole. fo llowed by the specific integration 
of ·imula tion tools in.design and the actual da ta exchange 
t11rough an integrated data m de!. u ·ing a ·tunda rdized 
lSTEP) approach. The acrual integrJtion effort. which 
\ ill r1.-sult in a prototype or a suite of integrated design 
tools i · discussed in omc depth . 

2. INTEGRATIO ' FRAME\ 'ORK 

1 lodern IT i- widely recognized as a key-enabler of 
integration of da ta. proces . acto rs etc. in lhe buildi ng 
proce ·s. It i · 10 be expected that th is integra tion process 
will m<tkc ·igni ficant progress in the course of th is decade. 

Lt.>oking a t the building industry as a whole we can see 
that in~egration basically affect.s the following relations : 

enterprise < many 10 many > project 
project < many to many > process, tage 
process < many 10 many > actor 
actor < m<1ny to many > tu k 
task <many to many> tool (machine. software. 

robot, labor) 

It hould be noted that the fragmented nature of lhe 
building market (e.g. many enterprises involved in one 
project nnd many actor · participating in one process) 
adds nn addi tional layer of complexity, compared to 
sevcrul o ther industrial activi ties. Each relation, all of 
which are of the ·many to ma ny"-kind exhibit a complex 
structure, thus putting specific requiremen ts on any 
global integration approach. To e tablish these require
ment ·. we consider the 'integration space·. as consisting 
or four orthogonal integra tion axes [ J: 
Each axis emphasizes a main integration direction: 

Horbmtal i111egra;io11 

- along the lite cycle axis : info rmation and decision flow 
among dilforcnt stages in the life cycle of the building 
prodUl'l. such as briefing. design. construction, use and 
demolition . 

- a long the ac tor/ task axis : flow of information, con
·trn int s. regulations. jurisdiction among partners 
invoh·ed in the building industry (not restricted to 
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project partners. but involving also regulatory bodies. 
component suppliers and others). 

Ver!ica/ in1eyr111ion 

-along the enterprise axis: relating company-wide 
administrative and organizational tasks to the making 
of many separate (one of a kind) building products. 

-along the IT axis: dealing with the actual implemen
tation in a suitable integrated software and hardware 
environment supported by a set of conventions and 
standards. 

If for nothing else, having a sound integration frame
work is very useful for the following reasons: 

-the definition of orthogonal axes is an excellent way to 
structure concurrent development strategies and define 
limits of integration exercises e.g. belonging to just one 
axis or one plane. Interfaces with other projects can be 
assessed and resulting development-constraints can be 
stated in an early stage. 

-all distributed and concurrent data modelling tasks 
can start from the same top down view; resulting data 
models will ultimately exhibit the same orthogonality. 
a first prerequisite for further integration. 

Let us take a closer look at Fig. 1 and try to distinguish 
different types of integration (on different hierarchical 
levels if you like) that have traditionally attracted interest 
from different disciplines: 

Orqani:::alion riew (project-enterprise integration): the 
need for vertical integration in an enterprise is implicit. 
as the sole purpose for its existence is to bring processes 
together to work jointly on a number of projects. Yet. 
traditionally this is the vulnerable part of any building 
project. due to the fragmented involvement of many 
partners from different enterprises. 

Product l'ie11· (process/stage-actor-task integration): 
quality and producitivity improvements are the main 
issues here. Essential benefits are apparent. for instance: 

-store infonnation for later use, i.e. to make the 'as 
designed' infonnation directly available to later stages, 
without loss of consistency, integrity and complete
ness, including the design intentions. underlying the 
'as designed' object description. 

--enable decisions when they count, i.e. make the 'how 
to make' and 'how to manage' information available 

enterprise 
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3 

IT 
(implement.) 
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Fig. l. Integration space (process view). 
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Fig. 2. COMBINE-project as part of general integration 
approach. 

in earlier (design) stages, giving control over the whole 
life cycle costs in the stage where it counts most. 

The negotiation of different actor views (abstractions) 
of the same object is crucial to support this kind of 
information exchange. It has to deal with conflict nego
tiation. trade-off between design criteria, authority
distribution. truth maintenance. etc. These aspects arc 
essentially the subject of concurrent or cooperative de
signing. which is to be regarded as one of the greatest 
R&D-challenges of this and the next decade. 

Sofi1rnre l'ie11· concerned with providing the basic IT 
for information sharing and data exchange. The empha
sis is on (distributed) data and knowledge base tech
nology as well as development of standard interface speci
fications. 

Communication !'ieil' concerned with lhe basic tech
nology to actually support electronic communication. i.e. 
networking, exchange protocols etc. 

Our discussion will focus on design systems and thus 
cover only a small range of the integration space. 

Figure 2 relates the COMBINE project to the overall 
integration framework. COMBINE is essentially situated 
in the horizontal (product view) plane. within a limited 
span along the life cycle axis (i.e. limited to the early 
design stage) and with a small range of BPE.-actors along 
the actor/task axis. BPE-actors arc mostly from the 
energy perfonnance and HY AC-disciplines. 

Within the coordinated European R&D efforts. a num
ber of projects are dealing with the same type of inte
gration aspects, in other industrial sectors. Most of them 
are carried out in the CEC's ESPRIT [35] programme. 
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It should be remarked here that the integration space 
of Fig. I typically re:presents a process-view. 

A product-view would lead to the data integration 
framework, depicted in Fig. 3. The orthogonalities in Fig. 
3 can be straightforwardly applied to the data modelling. 
Both views (process and product) are complementary 
parts of the over-all integration strategy. 

3. DESIGN SUPPORT LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATED TOOLS 

After having introduced the general scope of the inte
grated building process as a long term goal, we will now 
focus on short term efforts dealing wit IIBDS devel
opments. Having siluated a largeled rIB DS in the general 
framework, we are confronted with the following 
options: 

~hoice of design stages. actors. tools etc. in order to 
scale down the IIBDS to manage:ible proportions. 

~hoice of the level of data exchange, e.g. a loosely 
coupled set of existing to Is (enhanced with an open 
data integration concept) as opposed to a tightly 
coupled new 'monolith' with an internal ·private· data 
collection. 

-choice of the level or design upport. ranging ome
wherc in between merely easy data communication 
('data integrati n') and complete and supervisory 
guidance or the design process ('process integration') 
from initiation right through to detailed design. 

Fir ·t let u con ider the crucial question : ·what design 
support must b1; offered by <tn IIBDS to have any appeal 
lo designer ''? ' ln spite of the broad attention lhat is being 
given lo design methodology [9. 10, l IJ i.e. ' how doe a 
designer do whatever he is doing'. the lightest form of 
con cnsus about an applicable process model for arehi
tcctural design. will probably not exist for a long time. 
So, general 'complete design' systems. acceptable to all 
de ·igners are not realistic to aim for . Intuitively. it is clear 
that an lLBDS should have two major ingredients: 

-A set of design support tools under complete control 
of the designer. The comprehensiveness of the desi n 
tools (representing the design actors) and the flexibility 
with which they can exchange their descriptions of the 
design object determines the level of integration offered 
by the IIBDS. 

- A system in which these tools are embedded. The way 
this system provides intelligent assistance in terms of 
wh n and how to use particular tools and eventually 
negotiate between them in case these tools suggest 
conflicting design options, decermines the level of 
intelligence offered by the IIBDS. 

We make the following observations: 

- There is a great variety or design support tools ince 
these tools arc 'tuned' to a specific design domain or 
goal lf'or example. co support presentation. speci
fication. construction, etc.). These tools usually per
rorm evaluations (for example. by calling specialized 
simulation programs) to support design decisions. 

- In no way do we want to imply that llBDSs will do 
·automatic' design. On the contrary, the designer will 

retain control over the creative pr ccss. with the 11 BDS 
providing the information necessary Lo make decisions. 

- The notion of a single person. a ·superdesigncr', at the 
controls of Lhe sy ·tem is by no means implied. nor is it 
realistic; an I IBD would normally be used by evcrul 
team members. each with individual expertise. 

- We must acknowledge the fact that presently available 
design and simulation tools cannot easily be integrated 
into IIBDSs. 

Ongoing R&D efforts in Europe and the US lend to 
make different choices with respect ro Lbc above ci ted 
options [ 13. 14. 15. 16]. Choices range from rather eloscd
system complete-design support lo open loosely coupled 
Looi-sets. 

R&D APPROACHES 

Looking at ongoing R&D efforts, we distinguish two 
seemingly different ways to progress to the next gen
eration of IIBDSs: 

Project-dricen approach 
This approach is based on a more or less preconceived 

scenario for a limited class r design projects (involving 
high-rise office building · r uper markets, for cxampk). 
As a targeted class of similar projects lies at the heart 
of the IIBDS devclopmi:nt. we i:a ll them project-driven. 
These scenarios pre uppose allow of design actions. each 
of which is assigned to specific components inside the 
design system. The set of possible interactions is specified 
at the origin of the development of the design system. 
The following observations can be made : 

-the top-town nature of this approach lends itself to an 
implementation-oriented development. In fact , most 
projects in this category are aimed at developing 
marketable software products. These products will 
then effectively represent the first generation of future 
f!BDS ·. 

- this approach will resuh inn limited level of integration 
because building d~sign as a discipline confront us with 
enormous challenges in the terms of number of actor 
and their interrelations and design intentions. How
ever. recent developments in thi area [37] suggest 
tha t general design theories could (in principle) be 
applicable to building design, but the implementation 
effort required will be tremendous. 

-..::xaggerating omewhat. one could criticise the result
ing design tools (and especially the expected short term 
implcmi:ntations) for providing little more than just 
some form of parametrized design facilitic ·, i.e., offer
ing only a limited number of degrees of freedom with 
respect to an otherwisl! 'hardwired' sequence of design 
activities. Actual u ·e in practice will determine if uch 
systems arc acceptable 10 designers. 

- in contrast with the lust obsl!rvation, the present trend 
to increased spccializ;nion of de~ign offices (stimulated 
mainly by more cost-efficient and competitive 'off-thc
shelf design") mighl prove to be the determining factor 
for the succes of this kind of restrictive, but very 
efficient d ·ign system . 

- the need for an open development strategy and related 
support of external communi ation is rather small. 
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This is bec<1 use Lhe Large Led design Louis Lhemsclves 
reprcsenl closed environmenls since Lhcv arc cuslo
mized to a specific need anJ arc limiteLl to a sin"le 
'mini-world' view. Moreover. such a design syst~m 
would be composed of specific BPE tools. selected on 
the basis of their capability lo perform a single, well
defined task (e.g. some specific kind of simulation in a 
pre-defined context). 

Object-driuen approach 
In this approach , the primary emphasis is on the com

plete description of the design object in order lo support 
all imaginable communication requirements among 
design actors. No design process model needs to be 
assumed (at least not in principle). hence no restricted set 
of interactions are presupposed. The philosophy behind 
this approach is obviously less design orientated in that 
it targets merely an interaclion tool for actors par
ticipating in a design project. COMBINE is a typical 
example project of the object-driven approach . The 
following observations can be made: 

-the bottom-up nature or the approach prohibits early 
implementation in 'closed' l!BDSs. First-generation 
products will primarily support easy ('fricLion-less') 
communication among design-actors. Medium-term 
enhancements could turn them into communication 
tools among members or design teams. enhancing the 
present day low-lc\'el. error-prnnc. and indficienl wav 
of communicating. which is today still mainly based o~ 
the exchange or dr<mings. In Lhe l'ar Lerm. inleraclions 
could be moniLored. supporLeJ and cvcn negotiated 
through some sort of design supervisor. which could 
be added as an exlra actor on top of the system. Recent 
initiatives on cohcrem:c conlrol and ncgotiaLion super
vision provide interesting ideas in this area. Resulting 
(second-generation) design systems would thus be able 
to truly support concurrent design. 

-in the meantime. tirst generation IIBDSs will provide 
complete building descriptions in the form of a con
ceptual building data model along with a physical 
implementation (e.g. a database to hold the data of an 
actual building) and interface specifications (e.g. in 
some neutral format) which specify how the data is 
actually exchanged among a broad range of actors. 

-the need for open development is pre-eminent; the 
emerging standard for the exchange of product defi
nitions.ISO-STEP (discussed in Section 4), plays a key 
role in guaranteeing openness for adding future actors. 

-in contrast to the project-driven approach. no mapping 
of design activities to specific preselected analysis tools 
is attempted. On the contrary, taking into account the 
great variety of available and future tools (exhibiting 
many overlaps) is an important requirement for the 
development of the object definition, in order to 
guarantee its completeness, i.e. to make it a true 'image' 
of the real world object and thus putting no restrictions 
on the design activities one would be allowed to per
form. 

In considering the R&D that is required for IIBDSs, it 
is useful to distinguish two different areas of integration. 
reflecting the two approaches described above: 

--- Data 1!11e9ratio11: R&D in Lhis area will lead to a 
standard for describing design objects and methods for 
making object dcscriplions available through a neutral 
format to different design domains, and within each 
design domain, to different design aspects. This is the 
main target of the object-driven approach, based on a 
great variety of actor-views, but providing as yet little 
support for interactions other than data exchange. 

-Process Integration : this involves definition of the 
design context for any aspect-related task, such as per
formance evaluation. It also involves handling tbe flow 
of information and decisions between these tasks, 
between design domains, and between designers. 

This is the main target of the project-driven approach, 
with only 'local' customized data integration, and based 
on a limited set of actors . 

To achieve both data and process integration requires 
a joint approach that is initially limited in scope, with 
future progress based on incremental improvements . We 
feel strongly that R&D should acknowledge that the key 
issue is the multicritcrion nature of design, so that any 
restriction lo a set of criteria specific to a particular 
building trade or discipline should be rejected. Also. 
limiting the domain is acceptable only if the domain 
can be clearly identified with a design specialist (HVAC 
engineer, for example). 

There is a real danger that tools resulting from the 
project-driven approach will ultimately confront the 
design office with yet another intcgraLion problem. 
because short- and mid-term tools will cover only (small) 
parts of the design process . This danger becomes most 
evident when the underlying process models treat design 
as a sequential flow of aspccL-oriented (i.e. energy. struc
ture. layout. etc.) tasks. For example. a design system 
that deals only with energy related aspects fails to 
acknowledge that ·energy' is not a design domain, so that 
there is no such thing as 'energy design·. Rather. energy
related aspects are present in all design domains and, 
therefore, must be dealt with in all phases of design. 

Although there are significant differences in the two 
different approaches there is little doubt that both will 
provide substantial contributions to the development of 
future IIBDSs. In the end, both approaches will no doubt 
converge to the same type of IIBDS. Initiatives from 
either approach can benefit from early cooperation. A 
joint approach through international cooperation seems 
the obvious way to proceed . 

4. DAT A INTEGRATION APPROACH 

A building project deals with generating, updating and 
communicating an enormous amount of data, formally 
denoted by the design object description. The key to data 
integration, as it is widely recognized [17. 18) is provided 
by the concept of a product model. which in its purest 
essence is a complete 'model of reality'. A product model 
of a building comprises all data that is needed for a 
complete description of the product in its different stages 
and hence supports the extraction of all kinds of different 
views of the product. 'Horizontal' data integration 
requires the definition of a common conceptual model, 
able to generate and reconstruct the specific views or 

I · 
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abstractions for all "clients", i.e. any actor and pertaining 
to any aspect or task. 

Conceptually, a product model can be regarded as the 
central core to which all clients relate and with which all 
clients exchange their data. No direct data links exist 
between clients, other than through the central con
ceptual model. 

As far as implementation is concerned, there can be 
many reasons (e.g. efficiency) to distribute the actual 
product data. Accessing the data through a common 
schema (which would then have to include location infor
mation) still guarantees the full benefits of the product 
model approach. 

There are a number of critical issues at stake in imple
menting the product model approach in an IIBDS: 

- adherence to the STEP/PDES developments [19. 20] 
that address standardization of the conceptual data 
model (STEP-entities), schema definition format 
(EXPRESS) and exchange file format (STEP physical 
file) . 

- the development of the conceptual data model in order 
to support view/abstraction generation; this requires a 
semantically rich set of entities and relations and (or) 
intelligent interfaces between core and client. 

- the level of data exchange, supported in an actual 
implementation. 

The remainder c1f the this section will be used to discuss 
these issues . 

STEP STANDARD 

An overview of the origin of product model stan
dardization which began in l 984 in the US as successor 
to IGES can be found in [21, 23]. The US-driven activity, 
known as PDES (Produ t Data Exchange Specification) 
has joined in with the ISO-STEP line. 

The l 0 ha adopted the PDES effort as its first version 
of the ISO-STEP standard which is available as a draft
standard f2-]. 

STEP' · main target is the exchange of multiple rep
re en ta lions of the design object between computers. We 
will refer to these different representations. required for 
in· tance by a particular actor e.g. a BPE-application), 
as Aspect Models. The centnll specification through 
which the exchange takes place is specified in two layers. 
a conceptual layer and a physical layer. Figure 4 shows 
how these layers support the actual exchange. 

6 -data model STEP 

6 system system 
A 6 conceptual & B 

0 
pnys1cal 

(§) 

0 
Q .. database 

Fig. 4. Data Exchange between two systems. 

Jn its present form the STEP tirst series of standards 
offers: 

-a conceptual schema, containing a set of entities, for 
the time being rather limited to geometry and shape 
representation. 

-a standardized schema definition language EXPRESS, 
which is a powerful tool for concise and complete data 
definition. 

- a standardized neutral file formal; this so-called STEP
file ontain a header part (the EXPRESS data schema) 
followed by the data-part, containing the instantiated 
enti tii::s describing an actual product. 

A recent strategic paper [-3) defines the future direc
tions of the STEP. Amongst others it introduces the 
concept of Application Protocols. Making use of the 
aforementi ned three STEP-elements is regarded as a 
key-factor for upponing open ·ystem development. 
few observations can be made: 

- STEP i OT a olution. but neither is it a constraint. 
- STEP is still very limited in its scope; actual integrated 

building models have still to be developed. 
STEP is trying to tandardize what hasn't been 

produced yet. it i as much research as it is stan
dardizntion. Thi a peer makes it an awkward endeav
our by any randard! 

-STEP is gajning momentum in Europe through its 
use in several market oriented CAD-exchange research 
(e.g. the ESPRIT project CADEX) and in several 
CIM-prototypc efforts. 

It is recognized that the results from object-driven R&D 
projects can make important contributions to the inter
national STEP development. 

CONCEPTUAL DATA MODEL 
DEVELOPMENT 

A data model exists of a coherent set of entities, 
relationships, attributes etc., describing the information 
contained in the communication flows of a process. Usu
ally the process is of a complex nature, which requires 
us to break it up into smaller manageable parts, i.e. 
subprocesses or activities. Formal function modelling 
tools can help us in doing so. Looking a t the information 
flows on a granular level, the atomic data items or entities 
can be defined, together with the relationships that exist 
among them. This data analysi must obviously be sup
ported by an apprnpriate formal tool of which several 
exist. IDEFIX (24] and IAM (25) are so-called graphical 
tools, whereas the EXPRESS language [26] is a concise 
computer-readable data definition language, developed 
as part of the STEP-standard. 

EXPRESS not only adds exactness Lo the data model 
definition, it also adds a number of concepts which can
not be modelled in standard graphical tool , like rules. 
constrain ts and methods. These concepts render the 
language an object-oriented flavor. 

The use of graphical tools still offers ome advantages 
in the early stages of the data modelling exercise, i.e. 
when top-level entities are being defined . Moreover tbe 
have proven to be indispensable as a means of com
munication between the data analy t and the dcsig1 
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office. construction site or shop tloor, that happen to be 
the target or the process analysis. 

A blend or both approaches in which EXPRESS is 
progressively used towards the final data analysis stages, 
during which low level details and additional constraints 
and rules are added, seems the most appropriate. If we 
apply this general approach in the data integration phase 
of an IIBDS development project we can make the 
following observations: 

-the processes are identifiable with the design-tools 
which perform the basic design supporting functions, 
usually limited to a certain design-domain, e.g. shape 
definition task and performance evaluation tasks. If 
we suppose these tasks and functions to be performed 
by separate software programmes, the first step in the 
data analysis exercise will be to develop data models 
for the 'external' data (input and output) of these appli
cations, being 'actors' in the IIBDS. Each separate 
model effectively represents an actor's view on some 
common conceptual model. 

-having conceptual models for each actor then con
fronts us with the major and difficult task to integrate 
these Aspect Models into this common generic con
ceptual building model. 

The successful integration of separate. yet partly over
lapping data views in a common conceptual model is a 
key-requirement for obtaining effective data integration. 
It has to be supported by flexible data analysis tools and 
must be based on a collaborative effort of bottom-up 
data modelling by many separate domain experts and a 
top-down analysis based on an appropriate top down 
approach. based on a set of building design related inte
gration concepts. It must be acknowledged that in its 
present state, STEP offers little with respect to integrated 
building data models. However, the GARM (General 
AEC Reference Model) approach. offers a set of concepts 
on a high abstraction level that could prove to be very 
suitable for our integration purposes [27]. Other can
didates that could prove useful can be found in (28] and 
(29]. 

The latter two use a more straightforward and rather 
fixed abstraction hierarchy. 

SCOPE OF THE DATA MODEL 

It is apparent that the 'scope' of the data model deter
mines the level of design functionality that can be 
provided. Scope is tentatively defined here as: 

-the subspace of the integration space that is covered. 
-the semantics represented in the conceptual model. 

As design-meaning and design-context of the data is 
increasingly represented, the number of entities and 
especially the number of relation types will grow rapidly. 
Moreover the number of integrity constraints on the data 
Will increase rapidly whereas inferred knowledge from 
the_ data is indispensable to provide intelligent design 
~ss1stance. It goes without sayi ng that providing intcl
hge~t design support requires much more than data inte
gration alone. 

Process 
Integration 

Data 
late(lrntlon 

designer 

Fig. 5. Levels of integration in an IIBDS . 

DTP 

The added layer (Fig. 5) refers to what we will call 
'process integration'. Process integration deals primarily 
with the design meaning, purpose and context of the 
exchanged data and the way design functions are called 
upon and controlled through a dialogue between IIBDS 
and designer. 

The design process layer should help the designer-team 
in conflict-resolving and negotiation. thus steering and 
supervising the design process as a whole. Evidently. data 
analysis, as mentioned before must be augmented by 
design process modelling. while paying equally attention 
to the dynamics and time dependencies of these functions 
as well as decision flow through time. An approach to 
decision flow control is offered by the GRAI method [30]. 

DATA EXCHANGE IMPLEMENTATIONS 

It should be noted that we have confined the discussion 
up till now to the conceptual level of the data exchange. 
Implementing the actual exchange requires us to make 
important choices with regard to: 

-the functional level of exchange (explained below) 
-the required transfer efficiency 
-the implementation effort we are willing to put in 

whereas the communication hardware in relation to the 
'proximity' of the exchanging actors (i.e. software appli
cations) pose important constraints. A simple diagram 
(Fig. 6) helps to explain this. Three 'distance' levels with 
respect to exchange implementations can roughly be 
distinguished : 

level 0: between software modules of one application; 
this level is considered to be outside of the scope 
of the conceptual data model as no separate 
functions of these software modules are specified 
and hence no separate 'view' is supported. The 
data. sharing is accomplished through con
ventional parameter passing mechanisms. 

level I : between 'nearby' actors through a shared data 
area or 'work form' . The data area will normally 
contain a schema definition part and a data part. 
Interfaces are required to map the data in the 
data area to the internal data structures. Typ
ically this is the kind of exchange used between 
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work 
form 

neutralftle 
other 
systems 

Fig. 6. Exchange solution depending on 'distance'. 

tightly coupled or closely related applications 
inside an IIBDS. 

level 2: between ' remote' actors through •1 Cl! 
neutral file fom1al (STEP file). lnu::rfaccs arc 
required to map the ·chcma and data in the 
STEP file to the shared data area. or altcrna1ivcly 
directly to the internal data truclure. Typie<11!_. 
this kind of exchange is used in loosely coupled 
applications in an II BOS, or indeed between 1wo 
IIBDSs. 

Levels I and 2 addres exchanges between separate 
actors. i.e. exchanging fully recognized and completely 
defined views of the design object. I 1 i important to 
note that logically, all exchange take place through the 
complete and common conceptual model. yet the actual!, 
shared data could be stored in distributed fashion or it 
could be decided that only subsets of the actual data (e.g. 
only the data that is actually mutually relevant) is sent 
between two acwrs. In that case the conceptual data 
model must contain references to storage locations 
whereas in the laner case, it must contain a sub et mech
anism or ent ities lo support the extraction of subsets. 

The alternative would be lo exchange ubschema' 
of the conceptual data model in the STEP-file, thus 
explicitly defining the subsets in each transmission. In a 
recent ESPRJT project lMPPACT [31] one has realized 
efficient control over di ·rributed data by adding a mes
sage-extension to EXPRESS. By this approach one has 
among others circumvented the necessity of 0 toring all 
integrity constraints centrally in the global data model. 
Messages are i sued to distribute this type of integrity 
control to local actors. Apart from the level of coupling 
of the software actor , we can distinguish the following 
implementation performance level of the dara exchange. 
The 4 levels below are defined in STEP standardizaLion 
work in progress (36] : 

level I : neutral file transfer (STEP-file) 
level 2: 'work form' with an access method (data area in 

main memory) 
level 3 : database management system (DBMS); access 

methods arc provided by a standard query Ian-
1!Ua1!C. 

level 4: ~o~bincd data and knowledge base; providing 
"intelligent· access and control of the shared data 
(e.g. constrninls, rules, inference queries). 

It is obvious thul rn y illtempt to provide process inte
gration ' (>u ld require level 4. Many challenging is ·ue 
remain 10 b1: solved fo r finding etlkient im plemenwtions 
or distributed d;\la and knowledge bases in future 
llBDs· -. Bluckbou rd architecLUrcs seem to get a lot or 
unenti n at the moment . 

5. KEY-ISSUES IN BUILDING DATA 
MODELLING 

explai ned above. the cope of the data modelling 
effon is detcnnin1:d to a large extent by the view we want 
to in tegrate. pplication- ·pccifk interfaces mu t then be 
developed 10 take care of the ac tual mapping between the 
re ultin!!. in te!!.ratcd data model ·ntitics and application 
enti til: ·.- Oth;r functional requirements would rurther 
guide impkmentation choice ·. such a· whether l ex· 
chan!re throul!h n neutral tile ( 'tatil: interface) or through 
a slu~rcd d~ll;ba ·c '1CCCSS (dynamic interface). Some or 
the topic · that guide the de clopmcnt will be di cussed 
below. 

5.1. Framnrnrk a11CI 11wcl111li11.t1 f7l11"1tcliy111s 
In general. any data model dcvcl pmcnt effort will be 

guided by the following consideration: (38] : 

- the intended scope of the central model: i.e. what data 
is exchanged through the central model. and what data 
is considered to be application-specific and thus 
'private' to an actor. 

-what top-down concepts and abstraction mechanisms 
are supported by the conceptual building model, e.g. 

e generalization-specializati n: in order to reduce 
data redundancy we need a mechanism to 'describe' 
entities on clilfcrenl level- of ·pecialization, e.g. 
employing a generic ('an air duct'), specific ('a PVC
airduct with di·tmeter 0. 15 m '), occurrence ('the 
PVC-airduct, diameter 0.15. length 6.00 m between 
joint A and Joint B') hierarchy. 

e aggregation-characterization : entity-description 
should support 'aspect-of' relationships, thus en
abling an aspect-oriented (e.g. color, strength, cost) 
view or the product. 

e decompo ition-composition: the building model 
should support 'is part of' relations. thus enabling 
view Oil different levels of detail. 

e life-cycle stages: a building description goes through 
life cycle stages, that could be classified according 
to some process-oriented categorization of specific 
decision-points in time. 

As integration across life cycle stages is one of the 
prime targets of integration, the data model must 
support life cycle views and their relationships. 

-the availability of a general frnmework to harmonize 
ongoing data modelling efforts. In fact the ISO-STEP 
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effort performs a major role in this respect; a recent 
STEP-document dctincs the l'ollowing layers [39]: 

• definition: all data-aspects or a product. other than 
its shape-representation. This laycr in fact con
tains three sub-layers, dealing with context-defini
tion, product-definition and property definition. 
Example :j(Jr a duct system, its component definitions 
and their relations IVould be on this let•el. 

• shape representation: all data-aspects of the shape 
of the product. Example: representation of the shape 
of a duct, e.g. entity 'cross-seclion · with attributes 
'cylindrical' and radius-value . 

• shape presentation : all data aspects of how the 
shape is presented. Example : the duct-cross section 
could be presented by either cenrer point and radius 
or through 3 points on the cylinder-boundary. 

It should be noted that the presentation layer is 
strictly speaking not considered part of the general 
framework of STEP. 

A few observations arc in order to highlight some of the 
challenges that one faces in the development of complete 
product models: 

-no complete building data model will become available 
in any foreseeable future . It is therefore important to 
build in guarantees for future extensi ons in ongoing 
developments. Support of above mentioned concepts 
is one of them. 

- as different application views imply different levels of 
abstraction. it is of the utmost importance to support 
useful abstraction mechanisms. It is debatable whether 
characterization and decomposition supply enough 
richness in this respect. Orten a particular abstraction 
is guided by an application-specific schematization and 
(physical) modelling approach . Further work in the 
area of modelling methodology based on a categor
ization of physical agents and a taxonomy of build
ing behaviour should blend in with ongoing data mod
elling efforts. Among others. valuable input is expected 
from the EKS project [5]. 

-one must realize that important operational and user 
issues of the (implemented) central building model are 
more or less blocked out from present day attention, 
e.g. ownership, versioning, authorization etc. In fact, 
especially the general support along the life cycle 
stages-axis will entail a great deal of implied procedural 
knowledge dealing with these issues . Process knowl
edge captured in process and decision flow diagrams 
will thus have to supply essential support to the use of 
the building data. Although we see rapid progress in 
CIM projects, mostly dealing with fairly simple part 
production processes, application to the building 
industry seems to be some decades away. 

-another important issue is the type of product mod
elling power one is able to supply to different types of 
users, i.e. 'Who can define what?' Taking an existing 
first shot at a building product model supplied for 
instance by an ongoing data modelling exercises, it 
does not take too much imagination to come up with 
an existing building that one would not be able to 
model according to this data model structure. This 
fact would make it quite unacceptable to the average 

designer. one suspects. So. why not Lake a broader 
view and only delinc Lhe way we describe the product 
and not the product itself. Thi s would imply that a 
major part the real modelling power. i.e. what the 
product IS and not just filling in a ·hard-wired' descrip
tion format, is delivered to the designer. Obviously, for 
any meaningful exchange of data to occur, one would 
have to adhere to certain conventions known to both 
transmitting and receiving ends. which however would 
not have to be hardwired if one can find a way to 
exchange these conventions on the fly . 

Finally, it is important to realize that any approach to 
building data modelling is to a large extent driven by the 
global objective, defined at the outset. Data modelling 
in a context, dominated by design-flow considerations 
would clearly demand a richer set of abstraction mech
anisms (i.e. a richer data model) than those. merely domi
nated by data exchange considerations . Recent research 
in the area of a new building design-oriented data model 
(EDM) looks to be promising in this respect [40]. 

5.2. Topology-geomerry issues 
Since the earliest introduction of CAD systems, design 

has been dealt with as a visually driven exercise. In fact 
the emphasis on drawing capabilities of present CAD 
systems is still pre-eminent. Recent years have witnessed 
a quite natural evolution from presentation-based 
'drawing· systems to more design-oriented systems en
abling the addition of design semantics to a shape repre
sentation. the latter still being regarded as the backbone 
of the design process. Interestingly enough. growing 
requirements on capturing the semantics or a product are 
pushing the shape aspect even more to the background. 
as is reflected by the STEP-framewo rk mentioned in the 
previous section. To elucidate this. let us reflect on the 
different roles that the shape-aspect can play : 

- in present day CAD-systems: a shape-driven design 
approach ; topology and geometry arc used as the 
'glue' by which entities are connected. A closer look 
reveals that this approach can be very restrictive and 
is in fact unable to support a top-down design process. 
Such a process requires that many relations (only some 
of which are topological by nature) can be applied 
on different refinement levels. even before some shape 
information is available. 

-in future CAD-systems : relations are explicitated on 
different levels of refinement, topological relations (e.g. 
connectivity relations) are refined on lower levels 
adding geometry where appropriate. This implies that 
shape is (partly) evaluated from the semantical defi
nition of the product. In other words. the product glue 
is in the product description itself, not in its shape. 

As far as classical data models for shape representation 
are concerned we conclude that they do not as such 
supply us with enough power to support the second 
approach. Looking more closely at these data models 
(Fig. 7) we can make a few general observations [38] : 

-Wire frame representation (WF Rep) : the simplest 
representation, dealing only with topological Vertex 
and Edge entities. Geometry is nicely separated 
through adding Shape Type to edges and Coordinate 
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Fig. 7. Classical shape representation models in NIAM format. 

Type to vertices. It needs little clarification that this 
model is inadequate for a general building shape rep
re ·entation as no knowledge about spaces (voids) and 
solid material can be torcd. 

- Boundary representation (B-rep) : a popular solid 
model representation dealing with topological Solid
Face-Edge-Vertex entities whereas geometry is added 
similarly to the WF-rep. Although much richer that 
WF-rep, B-rcp is still roo restricted for building mod
elling as it is unable to model interna l spaces which is 
not surprising in view or its solid model origin. 

- Reference Model representation (RM-rep) : based on 
B-rep with added Cell and Loop entities in order to 
adequa tely model spaces and holes (voids) in faces. 
Face Side is introduced to unambiguously determine 
the relation between two adjacent Cells. Again geo
metry i 1101 shown: all depicted entities are topo
logical. which thus act as the reference for the actual 
shape represented in geometry entities (this aspect 
explain its name Reference Model, i.e. a topological 
reference tructure for the explicit geometrical shape). 
It must be noted that !Or building ·hape represen-

tations on a non-detailed level (e.g. regular spaces. flat 
walls) no extra geometry-entities are needed. 

Although the RM-rep is quite adequate to model the 
·hapc of buildings it cannot be used as the spinal cord of 
the building product model. The main reasons for this 
will be ·ummarized below: 

-in the early design stages, one must be able to store 
information although there is as yet no explicit shape 
information. 

-different abstraction levels should be upportcd by 
different shape representations. As we have seen in 
Section 3.1, the support of explicit abstractions is or 
key-importance to support different views of a build
ing: it is quite obvious that these abstractions require 
different level · of shape representation detail. in order 
to support application models of a building. Ir this 
requirement is not fulfilled. the totally ·flat shape 
description ·pans the range from global objects (room. 
wall) to the line t details (door knob) on one and the 
same level. 

6. COMBINE PROJECT 

Following the 19 7-workshop mentioned in the Intro· 
duct ion. the initiative wa · 101ken to wrt 01 new R&D 
topic on 11 BDS within the JO LE-proerammc of the 

EC. Prior to the call for proposals. a pilot tudy [7) was 
curried out . which a · essed the st•lle of the art along the 
lines ·1a1cd abo c and defined the new R&D topic in 
broad terms. The review process or the submitted pro· 
p sals ended in 1989 and a new project labeled by the 
acronym COM Bl E (Computer Models for the Building 
Industry in Europe) was set up. based on a small number 
of accepted proposals. The present COMBli E project 
will span a period of approximately two years. ending in 
the fall of 1992. 

A set of prerequisites for performing an effective first 
step towards future IBBDS was set up in the COMBINE 
pilot study: 

-a multi-disciplinary approach steered from the 
designer's or rather design process-viewpoint is to be 
regarded as essential 

-attempts to actually build an IIBDS would be un
realistic at this moment (wasting premature imple
mentation-efforts is a risk, not always fully recognized 
in many of the ongoing R&D of this kind) 

-development of concepts for integrating (existing) 
tools in the building process is a prime target 

-a development-approach must be established which is 
conceptual and open and adheres to available stan
dards 

-demonstration of these concepts in prototypes is a 
necessity 

-future efforts can build upon developed integra tion 
concepts which must offer a standard way how to 
configure limited implementations (i.e. in tenns of 
aspects, actors or stages of the de ign process) of actual 
IIBDS. 

The last prerequisite is rather ambitious, as it requires 
the COMB INE-project to come up with sufficient in
tegr.11ion concepts 10 nllow for distributed development 
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of components which eventually can be integrated into 
general design systems. Based llll the sci of requirements 
that were presented in the introductory section on the 
Line hand and the selected R&D proposals from research 
institutes from European community countries on the 
other. the COMBINE project (funded in part by the 
CEC) was defined. The actual work started mid 1990 and 
will be concluded around the fall of 1991. The project 
set-up and other aspects will now be presented in some 
detail. 

Fifteen partners from eight different countries par
ticipate in the project: 

Building Research Establishment, UK (Parand), 
Co mite Scientifiq ue et Technique des Industries 
Climatiques. France (Hoffmann). University College 
Galway, Ireland (Monaghan), Universite de Liege, 
Belgium (Dupagne), Statens Byggeforskningsinst. , 
Denmark (Christensen), Fraunhofcr lnstitut fUr Bau
physik. Germany (Erhorn). University College Dublin, 
Ireland (Lewis). University of Ulster. UK (Norton), 
University or Edinburgh. UK (Tweed). Centre Scien
tifiquc et Tcdrniquc du B~ltiment. France (Dubois. 
Poyct). TNO-Bouw. The Netherlands (Plokker), 
University of Newcastle upon Tyne. UK (Wiltshire) 
and Technical Research Center. Finland (Bjork). 

Task-leaders arc mentioned in parenthesis. The project 
is coordinated by Delft Gniversily of Technology 
(Augenbroc). 

General ohjectire 
COMBINE will perform a tirst step towards future 

intelligent integrated building design systems (IIBDS). 
Within its JOULE context the emphasis will be on energy 
performance related aspects. as addressed by a set of 
existing and new BPE (Building Performance Evalu
ation) tools. Other tools will address typical architectural 
design tasks in the early design stages. e.g. sketch design 
of inner spaces-layout. The project aims to provide a 
conceptual basis for future integration developments and 
demonstration of these concepts through a number of 
limited prototypes. The integration focus will be on data 
integration whereas limited design intelligence will be 
provided locally by the design tools . 

Remarks: 

-Although actual developments of a full-blown IIBDS 
is not pursued. a set of concepts leading to their devel
opment must result. 

-Prototypes will serve as a proof of concept. 
-All development must reflect the designer 's viewpoint, 

design practice will be involved in the actual definition 
of the prototype. 

-A demo design-session with the prototype-IIBDS will 
be developed by adding a (necessarily very restrictive) 
design process on top of the prototype. 

-Data integration will be accomplished through a com
mon conceptual data model and conformance it to the 
STEP-standard (EXPRESS. STEP-file). All exchanges 
will logically take place through a so-called Integrated 
Data Model (I OM). The actual exchange will probably 
be a blend of exchanges on level I. 2 and 3. 

-'Local' intelligence within the design-tools focuses on 
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the mapping between !OM and local aspect model and 
the integration of their design-meaning. 

-Present description formals [32] for maintaining a 
library of BPE-tools arc refined and used for formal 
description and storage of the BPE-tools employed. 

With reference to the last two remarks it must be emphas
ized that major breakthroughs are expected from ongo
ing developments of a new generation of flexible object
oriented simulation tools such as SPANK [6], EKS [5], 
IDA (33] and ZOOM (37]. These environments will 
eventually offer 'automatic configuration' capabilities 
which make them ideal candidates for automatic adap
tation to arbitrary requests defined by their design con
texts and handled through an intelligent IDM-interface. 

Global architecture 
The IIBDS prototype will consist of a set of design tool 

prototypes (DTP), logically shared around the common 
conceptual data model (Fig. 8). The Application Inter
face executes the mapping between the IDM and the 
aspect model of the design tool. The six DTP's that will 
be developed address the following tasks: 

DTP- I : Construction design of external building 
elements. 

DTP-2: HY AC-design . 
DTP-3: Oimensioning and functional organization of 

inner spaces. 
DTP-4: Input generation for a thermal simulation 

tool in the late design stage. 
DTP-5: 'L-T method' in the early design stage 

(spreadsheet-based energy analysis). 
DTP-6: Energy-economic design based on the 

RATAS building model [29]. 
DTP-7: Geometric Modeller. 

7. FOLLOW-UP 

With the focus at the present effort being on data 
integration i.e. a set of BPE-tools shared around an fDM, 
with some local intelligent design support, several ex
tension-directions for future follow-ups can be identified: 

COMBINE • prototype UBDS 

Actor 1 Actor2 Aotor3 

Fig. 8. COMBINE-prototype architecture. 
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Fig. 9. Possible future extensions. 

(i) extensions in the horizontal integration plane. i.e. 
adding more 'actors' and covering more design 
stages. 

(iii) ·vertical' IT-development towards a software prod-
uct for the design office. 

The three directions are sketched in Fig. 9. 
(ii) ·vertical' process integration, through the addition 

ofa knowledge layer around a knowledge base (KB) 
on lop of the DTP's. 

It needs little clarification that an attempt at building 
a full-blown IIBDS requires an extension in all three 
directions I. 2. 3 and probably in that order. 
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